TOAST TRAVEL CONDITIONS
To ensure that participants in the TOAST scheme enjoy the experience the following set of
conditions will apply:
1.

All drivers & passengers must be paid up current members of the Tolmie Sports
Association Inc.to ensure Public Liability Insurance cover.
a. The cost of this is a $1 joining fee and $2 annual subscription.
b. Application forms are available from the TOAST Coordinator.

2.

Smoking
a. For health reasons smoking is banned in every car except where the driver gives
permission.

3.

Alcohol & Drugs
a. No alcohol or drugs are to be consumed whilst in the car.
b. A driver may refuse to take a passenger who they believe is under the influence
of alcohol or drugs.

4.

No money is to change hands.
a. A fare will not be charged nor can a passenger offer money for the trip.

5.

Eating of any foodstuffs in the car is prohibited
a. The driver has the authority to allow certain foodstuffs to be eaten where it is
deemed appropriate.

6.

Passengers and drivers must adhere to negotiated pick up times and punctuality is
essential.
a. Where a passenger or driver is aware that they will be more than 5 minutes late
they should immediately phone the other party.
b. Where the time is less than 5 minutes both parties should wait.

7.

Temperature in the car and radio to be negotiated.

8.

The driver and passenger will adhere to all safety regulations and requirements. at
all times especially in relation to use of phones.
a. Passengers have the right to request the driver to change their driving habits if
they are deemed dangerous.
b. Drivers have the right to request the passenger to cease any distracting or
inappropriate actions.

9.

Destination & Travel Plans – should be negotiated prior to commencement of
trip. However, changes to route and destination can be negotiated with the
driver.
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